Introduction
As health issues, changes, different disease successively ensues and ecological risk upsurges, health care providers need to combine various health care databases or information and build an instant self-diagnosis medical treatment system. Any SDMS demands expedient, safe and reliable service. The IT and Telecommunication developmental request has accelerated the appearance of Web based diagnosis systems. There exists a wide range of health care services such as On-line fitness service, Mobile health care service, Reservation control agent system, Medical smart card service, Mobile nursing control service and UV emergency rescue service (Kwon et al., 2009) . Recently, datamining, machine learning and artificial intelligence approaches are widely adopted in developing medical expert systems (Sudha and Subbu, 2017; Sudha, 2016 Sudha, , 2017 . Olatunji and Arif (2013) applied extreme learning machine (ELM) algorithm to diagnose Erythematous Diseases. The experimental results revealed that the proposed ELM model can learn better than any other ANN approaches. Sharma and Hota (2013) proposed diagnosis of Erythemato-Squamous diseases system based on two data mining techniques, Support Vector Machine and Artificial Neural Network. The techniques were applied as a combined confidential weighted voting scheme and attained the utmost accuracy of 99.25% and 98.99% during the training and testing phases. A relative analysis of application of Naïve Abstract Intelligent Self-Diagnosis Medical System (I-SDMS) is a representative of the technological innovations. It embossed information technology and telecommunication as an important industry that can save life and time. This research endeavors to automate the existing medical diagnostic procedure that involves a physical appointment with a specific consultant at the specific medical center. I-SDMS can serve as self-diagnosis system that can clarify the misgivings of human syndromes based on the clinical reports and symptoms. The performance of the computational Intelligence based I-SDMS is centered on the machine learning algorithms or the training techniques employed. The methodology consents the estimation of widely adopted well-known metrics such as accuracy in evaluating I-SDMS. Analysis of the behavior of I-SDMS reveals interesting results about the behavior of the system. The experimental results revealed I-SDMS would have significant utility in the field of medical practice. It is cost effective and can alleviate mental or physical stress, reduce waiting time and lessen the cost. Keywords : Disease diagnosis, data mining, machine learning, artificial neural network and prediction accuracy.
Bayes, J48 decision tree induction and Multilayer Perceptron in medical diagnosis process and their experimental result indicates Naive Bayes as a suitable classifier in diseases diagnosis or classification process (Danjuma and Osofisan, 2015) . Masood and Ali AlJumaily (2013) proposed a framework that represents a comprehensive guideline for selecting suitable algorithms needed for different steps of the automatic diagnostic procedure for ensuring timely diagnosis of skin cancer.
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based diseases, diagnosis system to predict different types of skin diseases and accomplished an accuracy of 90% (Bakpo et al., 2011 ). Miller et al. (1982 stated that a critical domain relevant to most of the Medical Diagnosis Decision Systems (MDDSs) is confirmation, assessment, and unending quality assurance. In MDDS, precision is being the utmost significant metric to be evaluated (Swets, 1988 and Huguet et al., 1993) . Gil et al. (2012) applied multilayer-perceptron model to evaluate prediction of the seminal quality from the data of the environmental factors using back propagation algorithm. In this research an evaluation of I-SDMS was developed with the intention of representing the application of computational intelligence in the medical field to introduce a reliable instant medical advisory system (Sudha and Valarmathi, 2014) . The present work report the significance of intelligent rule based reasoning in modeling the medical diagnosis systems. The methodology and experimental evaluation of the proposed I-SDMS is described in detail.
Materials and Methods
The purpose of this study is to design a simple user interactive reliable system that can evaluate patient's health reports or symptoms to predict disease. The proposed system should be able to provide advice or guidance as a physician and to suggest treatment and medications for patient on the basis of patient information using doctor's special knowledge and key health-index stored in knowledge base of intelligent medical information system. The biological sensor and device are linked to intelligent medical decision support system for early diagnose and effective control of disease in real time. Furthermore, the people, who suffer from various diseases but not in a position to stay hospital because of time or cost restriction, can check and diagnose by monitoring their health with I-SMDS as represented in Figure. 1.
In order to acquire the suitable precise result, the inference system suggests several methods as the processes to operate expressed knowledge (Kjeldskov and Skov, 2006) . As a method for solving the bottleneck problem in the construction of specialist system, the technique to generate rule by inductive learning of past case has been researched. The I-SDMS system incorporates classification techniques, casebased reasoning method that saves past case in casebased and applies rule based reasoning using artificial neural network techniques in rule-based reasoning for the diseases diagnosis. When a new user request for medical diagnosis he/she will be requested to register (Danjuma and Osofisan, 2015) . Masood and Ali AlJumaily (2013) proposed a framework that represents a comprehensive guideline for selecting suitable algorithms needed for different steps of the automatic diagnostic procedure for ensuring timely diagnosis of skin cancer.
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so as to submit the health data for processing. In the next stage the input information from user or a patient is processed and then evaluation of the report is performed using cases and rule based techniques. After generating relevant inferences or rules it checks with the inference base with the help of a health-index to compare and match with the reliable knowledge base. When symptom's metrics similarity index is high, then it reports the diagnosis report syndrome to the user. In this paper, technical investigation and analysis were carried out from the perspective of data science in relation to the new transformation based on rapidly expanding IT and expert system to analyze the technology value related to the new business market. This research proposed an intelligent system based on set of diagnosis procedure and precise responsibility using user queries and artificial technology. The proposed system is tested using widely adopted University of California, Irvine (UCI) repository. For this study, the following classifiers such as naive bayes (NB), bayesian logistics regression (BLR), multi-layer perceptron (MLP), J48, classification and regression tree (CART), random forest (RF) and support vector machine (SVM) are tested on seven medical datasets. The data set was used for the diagnosis of breast cancer, chronic kidney disease, semen quality analysis, cervical cancer, diabetes, heart problem and hepatitis. The attributes of the dataset is described in the Table 1. The attribute information is specific to the disease, the attribute details of the medical dataset under the proposed model evaluation is described in the Tables. The details used for breast cancer disease diagnosis is projected in Table 1 . The attribute information related to heart disease is shown in Table  2 . The information and the value domain of semen quality analysis are depicted in Table 3 . Each table projects the most relevant information for disease diagnosis and the class variable is the decision attribute. Also, the other diseases such as chronic kidney disease, cervical cancer and hepatitis diseases dataset and the attribute information of those diseases are projected in Table 4 .
Results and Discussions
The experimental result of I-SDMS shows that the probability towards disease diagnoses decreases progressively as the number of missing attributes or irrelevant values increases. The diagnosis is not available properly for the basic classification models. The proposed architecture is designed and evaluated using an open source tools such as Orange 3.4 and Weka (Demsar et al., 2013) and (Witten and Frank, 2005) . The Orange 3.4v has been a widely adopted platform for evaluating various real-time applications in the data analytics field. The sample workflow of evaluation and result analysis part is depicted in the Fig.-2 . This case study on I-SDMS makes use of supervised learning methods to train and test the medical data set.
The classifier's performance is evaluated using ORANGE and WEKA software's. These open source tools are used in knowledge analysis and it has a rich collection of visualization tools and built-in data mining methods with graphical user interfaces to enable k-fold cross validation. The Naive bayes predictive technique is based on 'bayes-probability' and the conditional independence. Estimating the probability distribution of all instances in dataset during the learning phase is an intricate problem because it require analysis of an enormous dataset to explore all the probable grouping significantly. It uses the notion of conditional independence. The conditional independence for a given input random variables varies. Later the probabilities are calculated from the frequencies of the cases in the training set (Ramana et al., 2011) .
Bayesian logistics prediction approach is a discriminative linear classification approach implemen-Sudha, IJALS, Volume (10) Issue (3) August -2017. RESEARCH ARTICLE ting specific decision boundary. The advantage of an ANN algorithm is its capability to adapt to the training process. The multi-layer perceptron models have reported worthy results in various fields of application (Zhang, 2000) . The some of the widely adopted classifiers such as, random forest, support vector machine and gradient descent approaches are widely used in medical diagnosis. Induced tree and its corresponding rule set are used to make forecast in decision tree based supervised learning algorithms. Each branch node of a DT corresponds to one alternative from some alternatives and every leaf node account for a conceivable judgment. A current study on the application of datamining algorithm has reported CART as a widely used data mining technique in the field of medical diagnostics (Nishida et al., 2005) . The accuracy (AcR) is the percent of the sum of the predictions that were true. It is estimated using the equation (1). The false positive rate (Fp) is the percent of negative cases that were erroneously classified as positive. The true negative rate (Tn) is defined as the amount of negative cases that are classified appropriately. The false negative rate (Fn) is the percent of positive cases that were mistakenly classified as negative. The I-SDMS's prediction accuracy is shown in Table. 1. The variation in the accuracy of diagnosis of diseases is visualized in the chart1. I-SDMS has reported almost closest to best prediction outcome for breast cancer and semen quality diagnosis. The accuracy achieved by the system is shown in Table  - 5. However, the proposed self-medical diagnosis is its initial stage of I-SDMS evolution which is subject to several optimizations. But, this investigation put forth the benefits and the possibilities of developing smart intelligent diagnosis expert systems in medical field to shoot up new directions in medical diagnosis in no man area.
The ROC curve and calibration plot of the tested models is shown in Fig.-3a and Fig.-3b . The ROC curve plots on an x-axis the false positive rate (1-specificity; probability that target=1 when true value = 0) against a true positive rate on a y-axis (sensitivity; the probability that target = 1 when true value=1). From the costs of false positives and false negatives, the optimal classifier and threshold is determined. The medical dataset used for the purpose of this study consists of set of attribute information to determine the symptom. Breast cancer dataset consists of 8 attributes and two class labels (recurrence and no recurrence). Semen quality analysis dataset used for fertility diagnosis consists of 10 attributes and 2 class labels (normal, altered). Each dataset used for the I-SDMS evaluation has specific attribute information describing the diseases. Experimental observation reported superlative result for breast cancer and fertility diagnosis than for chronic kidney disease, cervical cancer, diabetes, SPECTF heart and diabetic retinopathy Debrecen diagnosis using I-SDMS.
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case study report on analysis of the results provided by I-SDMS focusing to the metrics that estimate the overall accuracy of the system. The experimental result indicates I-SDMS as a suitable tool to assist in medical practices. As quantified before, the results confirm that the system would be a good acquaintance for experts, where the system can suggest diagnoses and the medical specialists can confirm the same to the patients. These types of intelligent systems will server better in no-man area for initial screening from home.
This I-SDMS will be further evaluated subject to some real-life diagnosis center by an expert for practical application.
